Evidence for Defence.
Tbom&s Alfred Matthew*
was; we merely -went into the outbuildings -where one of the police
officers was, because Mr. Crutchett wanted to speak to him.
Will you really deny that you went into this very study with
Mr. Crutchett?—I could not deny it, but my recollection is very
clear that we did not. My own impression is that we walked
through the house and spoke to Miss Pearce, who was in tha
kitchen. We then went into the outhouses and saw Sergeant
Worthing and Sergeant William. I am quite clear we never went
into that room—as clear as I can be.
Was it your object at that time to give Mr. Crutchett every
possible assistance in solving this case?—I did not go to Mayfield
for that purpose.
But was that your attitude, one of helpfulness to him1?—I
cannot say that; my attitude was conducting the defence of Major
Armstrong.
Did you say anything to Mr. Crutchett about the white
arsenic?—Certainly not.
Or about your attempt to find it in this bureau?—Certainly
not.
Did you mention the bureau to him at all?—Certainly not.
On your instructions, may I take it that you believed that
somewhere in that house there were 2 ounces of white arsenic in
existence?—I believed there was some; I did not know the quantity;
about half I believed there was there.
And that, I take it, you never mentioned to Mr. Crutchett 1—
Certainly not. I was defending Major Armstrong. The file that
I have already referred to was in the same room as the bureau,
and I am quite certain we did not go into that room and look at
the file.
Did you take the file from the fireplace and look at the con-
tents and say, *' He told me he had a recipe for weed-killer "7
—No. I am quite certain about that. As a matter of fact, I
do not think I knew of the recipe for weed-killer at that period.
Did Mr. Crutchett say, tf He told us also, but we cannot
find it"?—No, absolutely no. Nothing of that sort took place
at any time. It is not a question of a mistake in the date; I am
absolutely certain I never spoke to Inspector Crutchett about this
recipe during the whole period of the trial. I am absolutely
certain I did not take down the file when I was in his presence
there. I conducted the defence before the justices, and Mr. Davies
and Mr. Hird were called by the prosecution at different times.
Hird was recalled on the 9th February, and Mr. Davies was re-
called on the 3rd February.
So that Hird was recalled on the third day after you had
discovered this arsenic in the drawer?—Yes, he was.
Previous to your discovery, do I take it from what you said
that you knew or believed that the purchase made at Davies's shop
by your client, made from Hird, was of white arsenic 1—I did.
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